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Iliad.    Seven Boiotarchs are elected by the communities
in the south-eastern half of the country and four by those
of the north-west, round the Lake Kopais.    In detail the
representation is :   Thebes, two Boiotarchs ;   Tanagra, on
the cast coast,  one ;   Thespiai,  with Thisbc and Eutresis
(i.e. the whole region from Thespiai to the south coast)
two ;  Plataia, with Skolos, Erythrai, Skaphai (i.e. the region
along the Asopos) two.    (But when our historian wrote,
Thebes had just taken  advantage  of Plataia's  ill-starred
faithfulness to Athens in the Peloponnesian War to annex
this whole strip of territory, and its representation;   thus
becoming more  definitely  than  ever  the leading  city of
Boiotia,)    In the north-west,  Orchomcnos  and  her small
neighbour    Hycttos    together    elect    two;      Chaironeia,
Akraiphnion and Kopai, one ;   and Koroneia, Lebadeia, and
Haliartos, one.
The noticeable thing here is the small share in representa-
tion enjoyed by the old and famous cities round the Lake
ICopais.   The flooding of this great hollow in the early iron
age, through the blocking, by neglect or malice, of the great
Minoan drainage channels, has evidently been a fatal blow
to them.    Representation was proportionate to  a city's
military contribution to the Boiotian army—100 cavalry
and 1,000 hoplites, in the fourth century ; and on this basis,
with so much of its northern basin under water, the centre
of gravity of Boiotia definitely moves to the southern plain
around Thebes,   Greeks believed that this disaster had been
deliberately caused as an act of war " when Hcrakles was
fighting the Minyans of Orchomenos " l; and it may quite well
be that Herakles, the Theban hero, here stands for Thebes.2
It had certainly been one of the early successes of
Boiotian policy to bring Orchomenos into the League.   The
city is in Homer no part of Boiotia, but a separate Minyan
state,3   But even, after its adherence, Orchomenos was never
1 D.S. iv, 18; Polyatnos, i, 8,5; cf. plans in Liverpool Annals of Archaeology >
1935.
* Cary, in C.A.H.* iii, 608.
a 11 ii, 502. On the Boiot&ation of Qrchomenos in the age of the migra-
tions, cf* Str, ix, 401-2.

